
THE CONSEQUENCES OF LYING IN I KNOW WHAT YOU DID LAST

SUMMER BY LOIS DUNCAN

I Know What You Did Last Summer is a suspense novel for young adults by Lois Duncan. Barry lies about the shooting
and tells him that someone was trying to rob him, and Ray passes this information along to Helen. When Barry finds.

Their binding pact has held together for a year, partly out of the friendship they shared and mostly out of guilt,
but when it becomes apparent that there is someone who is looking for revenge, it suddenly becomes deadly
important that they face up to the truth, for their own sakes. As she bends over to grip the body, the man
comes suddenly to life, grappling with her. For lovers of suspenseful thrillers I would highly recommend
anything by Anne Cassidy , who always adds fascinating twists to her gripping mysteries. Both of them are on
the lookout for the killer, and before long they have indeed spotted someone in a slicker and hat Red Herring :
A few, though the biggest one would have to be Collie and Bud since they're the same person. The book ends
with the teens agreeing to break their pact, and deciding to tell the authorities what really happened to Danny.
The main theme that I picked up from this book was that it really doesnt pay to. And so the four of them
transport the body down to the dockswhere both Ray and Julie baulk in the face of reality. As a result. After
the accident she quit the squad and focused on her school work. Ray unexpectedly shows up at the last minute
to clobber Bud on the head with a flashlight, and get Julie away from him. Ray, who received a call from
Barry warning that they were in danger, appears and beats Collingsworth unconscious with a flashlight. Helen
and Ray do so willingly, but Barry must force the words from Julie. As you do. Ray is noticeably reluctant to
go along with any of this, and makes a surprising plea that, however belatedly, the four of them do the right
thing. The unknown scared them more than the body of the child they had run over in an accident. Middle
Child Syndrome : Inverted. Helen retires to bed, and wakes in the morning to find that her long blonde hair
has been cut off, and that her Croaker Queen crown is on her headall of which she slept through without
pharmaceutical assistance!! The deputy turns down a dark side-street, and they find their way blocked again
by a broken-down car. That should have snapped Barry in half. Meanwhile, Julie is paying another call upon
Missy Egan whose fish-gutting is shot and scored as ominously as possible, even though, you know, fishing
community. That they would never speak of that night again, and try to move on with their lives. She's also
quite naive to Barry's faults. As I mentioned above I watched the movie long before I ever read the book so its
possible that if I had done it the other way around I would have actually really enjoyed the book I was
expecting this to be pretty similar to the movie but it was completely different. Hurriedly concealing the body,
they find that the driver of the car is Max. Barry's only feelings about the incident lie in his fear of the
consequences if his role were to be revealed and naive Helen has managed to deceive herself into believing
that her world is perfect and nothing can go wrong for her. Barry's mother views her as a manipulative Gold
Digger , her own sister Elsa is jealous of everything her beauty gets her and a gang of school teachers in her
apartment complex are jealous that the boys all love her. Helen is the middle child in her family, sandwiched
between a bitter older sister and siblings who are still children.


